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ULTRACOLD MOLECULES

Second-scale nuclear spin coherence
time of ultracold 23Na40K molecules
Jee Woo Park,1* Zoe Z. Yan,1 Huanqian Loh,1,2 Sebastian A. Will,1† Martin W. Zwierlein1‡

Coherence, the stability of the relative phase between quantum states, is central to
quantum mechanics and its applications. For ultracold dipolar molecules at sub-microkelvin
temperatures, internal states with robust coherence are predicted to offer rich prospects
for quantum many-body physics and quantum information processing. We report the
observation of stable coherence between nuclear spin states of ultracold fermionic
sodium-potassium (NaK) molecules in the singlet rovibrational ground state. Ramsey
spectroscopy reveals coherence times on the scale of 1 second; this enables high-
resolution spectroscopy of the molecular gas. Collisional shifts are shown to be absent
down to the 100-millihertz level. This work opens the door to the use of molecules as
a versatile quantum memory and for precision measurements on dipolar quantum matter.

Q
uantum systems with robust coherence
have enabled seminal advances in science
and technology (1), from atomic clocks and
precision tests of fundamental laws of na-
ture to the realization of ultracold quantum

gases. Ultracoldmolecules,with their rich internal
degrees of freedom, represent an especially attract-
ive platform (2, 3). The electronic, vibrational, rota-
tional, and hyperfine states of a single molecule
provide a dense spectral ruler that encompasses
the optical-, microwave-, and radio-frequency do-
mains. Precisionmeasurementsmay be performed
in all these spectral regimes and self-consistently

compared (4, 5). The crucial prerequisite is having
pairs of stateswith robust coherence. These then
enable high-resolution spectroscopy of internal
molecular structure, which can be sensitive to phys-
ics beyond the StandardModel (6). In particular,
ultracoldmoleculeswithanelectric dipolemoment
open new routes in quantummany-body physics
and quantum information processing. For exam-
ple, the long-range and anisotropic character of
dipolar interactions is predicted to enable the sim-
ulation of exotic spin-models (7) and the creation
of novel states ofmatter (8, 9). Additionally,molec-
ular quantum states with robust coherence have

been proposed as qubits in novel quantum com-
puting platforms (10–12). Ideal qubits should ex-
perience strong interactions for gate operations
but, during storage, interactions should be absent.
Dipolarmoleculesmay combine these two aspects
in one physical system. An internal-state pair with
long coherence time could act as a storage qubit,
whereas long-range dipolar interactions between
rotational qubits enable the processing of quantum
information (10, 11).
Dense, ultracold gases of diatomic molecules

(13–18) provide ideal conditions for the study of co-
herence between internal molecular states. Ultra-
cold molecular ensembles can be initialized in
a single quantum state, andmicrowave fields can
efficiently transfermolecular population between
internal states (19–21). The coherence timesbetween
rotational states of ultracold 40K87Rb and 23Na40K
molecules in the singlet vibrational ground state
have been investigated and were found to be on
the order of a fewmilliseconds (20, 22). By localiz-
ing individual 40K87Rb molecules to the sites of
an optical lattice, and with the help of spin-echo
pulses, the rotational coherence time has been ex-
tended to tens ofmilliseconds (23). Although such
coherence times were sufficiently long to spectro-
scopically reveal dipolar interactions betweenmol-
ecules, the interactions themselves serve as a source
of decoherence for rotational states. So far, inter-
nal states with coherence times that are compar-
able to the lifetime of an ultracoldmolecular gas
have remained elusive.
Here we report on the observation of second-

scale coherence times between nuclear spin states
of trapped ultracold fermionic 23Na40Kmolecules,
which are a thousand times longer than the coher-
ence times observed between rotational states un-
der similar experimental conditions (20, 22). The
molecules are prepared in the singlet rovibra-
tional ground state, where hyperfine levels corre-
spond to pure nuclear spin degrees of freedom.
We perform Ramsey spectroscopy on a pair of hy-
perfine levels and reveal their robust coherence.
Multiple factors contribute to the robustness of the
quantum superposition, starting with the insen-
sitivity of the singlet rovibrational ground state to
external fields. Specifically,we show that coherence
is limited only by hertz-level light shifts that may
further be eliminated via spin-echo techniques.
We also demonstrate the absence of a density-
dependent collisional shift. Such clock shifts, limit-
ing the accuracy of Cs atomic clocks, are known
to be suppressed in gases of identical fermions
(24–26). Even for bosonic gases of singlet mol-
ecules, collisional interactions can be expected
to be invariant under nuclear spin rotations. We
therefore show that nuclear spin superpositions in
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Fig. 1. Two-photon cou-
pling between nuclear
spin states of 23Na40K
ground-state molecules.
(A) The dense, ultracold
ensemble is held in an
optical dipole trap, and
microwave fields are
applied to coherently couple
two nuclear spin states,
j↓i ¼ jmINa ¼ 3=2;mIK ¼
�4i and j↑i ¼ j3=2;�3i,
in the rotational ground
state J ¼ 0. ħ, Planck’s
constant h divided by 2p;
kB, Boltzmann constant.
(B) Level scheme of
the two-photon microwave
coupling. W1ð2Þ and w1ð2Þ
correspond to the Rabi
coupling and microwave
frequency, respectively, of
the up-leg (down-leg) rota-
tional transition.The
ground and first excited rotational states J ¼ 0 and J ¼ 1 are separated by h × 5.643 GHz. D denotes the
single-photon detuning from the intermediate state, typically about h × 12 kHz.The nuclear spins j↓i
and j↑iare separated by about h× 21 kHz. a and b denote the probability amplitudes of the respective spin
contributions.The blue (red) spheres represent Na (K) atoms.
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molecules represent ideal candidates for storage
qubits and time keepers in future precision mea-
surements on dipolar quantum matter.
Theexperiment startswith thecreationof 23Na40K

molecules in the singlet rovibrational ground state
X1Sþjv ¼ 0; J ¼ 0i (17, 27). Here, v denotes the
vibrational quantumstate, and J is the total angular
momentum quantum number, neglecting nuclear
spins. To reach the ground state, weakly bound
Feshbach molecules of 23Na40K are created and
subsequently transferred to the singlet rovibra-
tional ground state bymeans of stimulatedRaman
adiabatic passage (STIRAP) (17, 28). By choosing
thepolarizationof theRamanbeamsappropriately,
we create a pure ensemble of 2 × 103 ground-state
molecules, all in the lowest energy hyperfine lev-
el. Themolecular ensemble typically has an aver-
age density of n = 2 × 1010 cm–3 and a temperature
of 300 nK and is trapped in a crossed optical di-
pole trap operating at awavelength ofl = 1064nm.
Finally, the ground-statemolecules are detected by
a reverse STIRAP transfer back to Feshbachmole-

cules and subsequent imaging of the 40K com-
ponent by using light resonant on the atomic
cycling transition. This procedure selectively de-
tects molecules in the lowest hyperfine level (17).
After the creation of ground-state molecules, a

two-photon microwave pulse is applied to pre-
pare each of the molecules in a superposition of
two hyperfine levelswithin jv ¼ 0; J ¼ 0i (Fig. 1).
At a magnetic field of 85.6 G, where the experi-
ment operates, the 36 hyperfine levels in J ¼ 0
are split by the nuclear Zeeman effect (17, 20).
Hence, the nuclear spin projectionsmINa andmIK

are good quantum numbers. The two levels that
form the superposition state are the lowest hyper-
fine level jmINa ;mIK i ¼ j3=2; –4i and the first
excited hyperfine level j3=2; –3i, denoted by j↓i
and j↑i, respectively. For the coherent transfer
between j↓i and j↑i, a hyperfine level withmixed
mIK = −4 and −3 character in the rotationally
excited jv¼ 0;J ¼ 1i state (20) is used as an inter-
mediate state to drive two-photon Rabi oscilla-
tions (27).

Ramsey precession is initiated by applying a
p/2-pulse near the microwave two-photon reso-
nance. Subsequently, the superposition state under-
goes field-free time evolution with respect to the
unperturbed resonance frequency wres. After a
hold time T, we apply a second p/2-pulse and
record the number of molecules in j↓i (Fig. 2). By
fitting the observed Ramsey precession with a
model that incorporates the decay of molecule
number and coherence (27), we extract the mol-
ecule lifetimeT1 and the coherence time T �

2. At a
molecular lifetime of T1 = 1.9(5) s, we observe a
coherence time on the scale of a second, T �

2 =
0.7(3) s, which is a thousand times longer than
rotational coherence times measured similarly
without spin-echo techniques. The oscillation fre-
quency of the Ramsey precession is given by the
difference of the two-photon microwave drive,
w1 � w2, and the unperturbed resonance frequen-
cy,wres. From this, we extract the energy difference
betweenj↓iandj↑i to bewres = 2p ×20.514(10) kHz
at a magnetic field of 85.6 G, which allows us to
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Fig. 3. High-resolution Ramsey spectroscopy. Ramsey fringes are recorded
as a function of two-photon drive frequency w1 � w2, keeping the precession
time T = 112 ms fixed. The distance between adjacent Ramsey fringes is 1/T ≈

8.9 Hz, resulting in hertz-level precision. The solid blue line shows a fit with a
Ramsey line shape function that includes, as a free parameter, the two-photon
Rabi coupling W (27), which determines the overall envelope of the spectrum.

Fig. 2. Coherent Ramsey precession of nuclear spin states in
23Na40K. An initial p/2-pulse, resonant on the dressed two-photon
transition, creates a superposition of the j↓i and j↑i states in the
equatorial plane of the Bloch sphere (see inset). The Bloch vector
precesses at a frequency jðw1 � w2Þ � wresj for a variable precession time
T until a second resonant p/2-pulse completes the Ramsey sequence.

The solid blue line is a fit of the complete data set with a single oscillation
frequency and phase (27), indicating the phase coherence of the
Ramsey precession. The bottom row shows magnified sections of the
full data set above. Data points correspond to the average of typically
three experimental runs; the error bars denote the standard deviation
of the mean.
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precisely determine the weak nuclear spin–spin
coupling constant of 23Na40K asc4 = –409(10)Hz.
Utilizing the long coherence time between j↓i

and j↑i, we record a high-resolutionRamsey fringe
(Fig. 3). The spectrum ismeasured by varying the
microwave drive frequency, w1 � w2, while keep-
ing the precession time T between the p/2-pulses
constant. The spacing between the Ramsey fringes
is given by 2p/T. Systematic sources of energy
shifts between j↓i and j↑i can be varied during
the free precession time, and a differential mea-
surement of the Ramsey phase shift reveals these
effects with hertz precision. The afforded spec-
tral resolution can be compared to typical dipolar-
interaction energiesEd ¼ nd2=ð4pe0Þ, where d is
the induced dipole moment ande0 is the vacuum
permittivity. Formolecular densities achieved in
this work,Ed can reach tens of hertz. Ramsey spec-
troscopy on nuclear spin states can thus serve as

a highly sensitive probe for dipolar interactions,
allowing the characterization ofmany-body quan-
tum states (23, 29).
The observed long coherence times result from

the favorable properties of the singlet rovibra-
tional ground state and the Fermi statistics of
23Na40K. As the molecules are in the J ¼ 0 state
of X1Sþ , the rotational angular momentum, the
electronic spin, and the projection of the orbital
angular momentum along the internuclear axis
all vanish. Therefore, the electronicwave function
is fully decoupled from the nuclear spins, and the
ac-polarizability is, to a high degree, identical for
all J ¼ 0 nuclear spin states. This leads to a sup-
pression of light-induced dephasing present in a
nonuniform optical potential. Also, dephasing in-
duced by magnetic field fluctuations is reduced
because the only internal degrees of freedom that
couple to external magnetic fields are the nuclear

spins, whose magnetic moments areme=mn ~
1/2000 smaller compared to that of an electronic
spin. Finally, the absence of s-wave collisions be-
tween identical fermionic 23Na40Kmolecules and
the suppression of p-wave collisions at ultracold
temperatures reduce collisional dephasing (24,25).
Even without Pauli blocking, for singlet mole-
cules in J ¼ 0, one may expect a near-perfect
invariance of collisional interactions under nuclear
spin rotations.
To explore the limitations of coherence, we use

Ramsey spectroscopy to precisely measure the
variation in energy splitting between j↓iand j↑i
as a function of trap-laser intensity and molec-
ular density. Changes in the resonancewill appear
as a phase shift of the Ramsey fringes, recorded
for a fixed precession time T. First, the effect of
the trapping light is investigated by varying the
dipole trap–laser intensity that the molecules ex-
perience during free precession time. This is done
by adiabatically ramping the trap-laser intensity
from an initial value of 7.5 kW/cm2 to a final value
between 5 and 50 kW/cm2 after the first p/2-pulse,
and back to the initial value before the second
p/2-pulse (Fig. 4B, inset). The corresponding
Ramsey spectra are shown in Fig. 4, A and B. The
resonance frequency increaseswith laser intensity,
shifting by up to 3 Hz within the investigated
range. However, when the laser intensity is var-
ied, both the average density and the temperature
of the molecular cloud are changed. For the ex-
plored range of intensities, the average density
varies between 0.9 × 1010 and 3.5 × 1010 cm–3 and
the temperature varies between 300 and 750 nK.
To distinguish a light-induced ac-Stark shift from
a density-dependent collisional shift, we perform
Ramsey spectroscopy for varying density but
constant light intensity (Fig. 4, C and D). We
explore average molecular densities between n =
1.0 × 1010 cm–3 and 2.5 × 1010 cm–3, keeping the
trap-laser intensity fixed at 31 kW/cm2. The
temperature of the molecular ensembles is kept
constant at 600 nK. For the highest density (Fig.
4D), the resonance shift can be constrained to
130(180) mHz, consistent with the absence of a
collisional shift. From this, we infer that the
resonance shift in Fig. 4B dominantly originates
froma light-induced ac-Stark shift that likely arises
from spin-orbit coupling and induced hyperfine
structure in the electronically excited molecular
states (17). Because the trap-laser intensity varies
across the molecular cloud, a light-induced shift
of wres leads to a dephasing of the superposi-
tion state following the first p/2-pulse. Indeed,
a directmeasurement of the coherence time versus
laser intensity reveals a monotonic decrease of
coherence, consistent with the measured differ-
ential ac-Stark shift (27). This implies that coher-
ence times of molecular qubits can be further
improved by using uniform trapping potentials
(30), which could largely eliminate the impact of
ac-Stark shifts. For isolated molecules, coherent
control sequences, such as spin-echo,may further
prolong the coherence time. The eventual coher-
ence limit for bulk gases will be the trap lifetime,
on the order of several seconds for our chemi-
cally stable NaKmolecules (17). This lifetimemay
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Fig. 4. Hertz-level light shifts and absence of density-dependent clock shift. A shift in
the Ramsey fringes corresponds to a change in the resonance frequency between j↓i and j↑i.
(A) Ramsey spectroscopy for various dipole trap laser intensities. The intensity of the trap laser
is adiabatically varied in the first and the final 20 ms of the free precession time T = 112 ms [inset of
(B)]. The solid lines show sine fits, which are used to extract the phase of the Ramsey fringes. For
the fits, the oscillation frequency is set by the precession time, and only the phase and the amplitude
of the oscillations are taken as free parameters. (B) Shift of the resonance frequency as a function
of peak dipole trap–laser intensity. A linear fit (solid line) yields a slope of 50(10) mHz/(kW/cm2);
the gray-shaded area reflects the 95% confidence interval of the fit. (C) Ramsey spectroscopy for
various molecule densities at a constant trap-laser intensity of 31 kW/cm2. The average densities
are normalized with respect to n0 = 2.5 × 1010 cm–3. Solid lines show sine fits. (D) Shift of the
resonance frequency as a function of molecular density. The gray-shaded area reflects the
95% confidence interval of a linear fit. The fit is consistent with the absence of a collisional shift. Data
points in (A) and (C) correspond to the average of two experimental runs, and error bars denote
the standard deviation of the mean.
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be limitedby inelastic collisions, possibly enhanced
by the formationof long-livedmolecular complexes
(31), or by trapping light-induced collisions.
Collisions between ultracold molecules, both
elastic and inelastic, are currently a topic of strong
interest (32), and future insights may lead to a
substantial increase in the lifetimes of dense mo-
lecular gases.
Our observation of second-scale coherence times

in trapped 23Na40Kmolecules provides strong sup-
port for theuse ofmolecules as a versatile quantum
resource for quantum information (10). Confined
in optical lattices under quantum-gasmicroscopes
(33, 34), in optical microtraps (35), or in ion traps
(36), it will be possible to individually address,
control, and detect internal states of single mol-
ecules. Coherentmanipulation ofmolecular rota-
tional states with microwave radiation allows full
control of long-range dipolar interactions, which
should enable gate operations between pairs of
molecules (11). This work also suggests routes for
precisionmetrologywithultracoldmolecules. Tran-
sitions between nuclear spin states of different
vibrational statesmay exhibit similarly long coher-
ence times, enabling hertz-levelmolecular spectros-
copy in the optical domain and bringing optical
molecular clocks into experimental reach (37–39).
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